Fill in the blanks.

1. My records were ................................ by the children.

   unarranged

   misarranged

   disarranged

2. His .................... in my alibi was obvious.

   disbelief

   disbelief

   non belief

3. Her parents .................... of her decision to marry her secretary.
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4. The .................... of the file created a scandal.
   - disappearance
   - unappearance
   - misapperance

5. There was ................. between their stories.
   - disagreement
   - unagreement
   - misagreement
6. You .................. us by not coming to our party.

- disappointed
- misapppointed
- deappoinred

7. His .................. prevents him from walking without support.

- disability
- inability
- inability

8. His .................. offer was quickly rejected.

- unsincere

unsane

insane

disane

10. An .................. amount of money was spent on the costumes.

inordinate

disordinate

unordinate
11. He has an .................. appetite.

unsatiable

insatiable

nonsatiable

12. A feeling of .................. kept the boy from socializing.

unsecurity

insecurity

dissecurity

Answers

My records were disarranged by the children.
His disbelief in my alibi was obvious.
Her parents disapproved of her decision to marry her secretary.
The disappearance of the file created a scandal.
There was disagreement between their stories.
You disappointed us by not coming to our party.
His disability prevents him from walking without support.
His insincere offer was quickly rejected.
The letter made her insane with jealousy.
An inordinate amount of money was spent on the costumes.
He has an insatiable appetite.
A feeling of insecurity kept the boy from socializing.